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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE: OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
January 6, 1977 
Reynolds, GA 31076 
Attention: Mr. Richard Parks 
Executive Vice President 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 1 
Standard Industrial Agreement~dated 11/15/76 
Gentlemen: 
This project was initiated on December 1, 1976 and will be completed 
on March 1, 1977. The objective of the project is to conduct a short term 
preliminary study of future communications needs of the Electric Membership 
Corporations of Georgia. 
The initial effort in the project has been dedicated to a survey of 
selected Electric Membership Corporations in the state. The survey is to 
include all Georgia based statewide EMC organizations and a sample of dis~ 
tribution EMCs representing a variety of t.errain types, demographic regions, 
and size. A survey form, which is included as an attachment, was prepared 
to serve as a framework for discussions with the EMCs. 
















In order to provide information from an EMC with more mountainous terrain, 
it was decided to survey Blue Ridge EMC instead of Hart EMC. 
The remaining organizations are scheduled to be surveyed as follows: 











To Be Determined 
GRESCO 
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The communications needs may be considered in two basic categories, 
voice and data. Voice communications includes both telephone and two-way 
radio systems. Data connnunications includes computer terminal, telex, 
and telemetric systems. 
Some preliminary findings are listed below: 
1. A capability for broadcast type information from some 
statewide agencies to all E~~Cs is required. Examples 
would be information on pending legislation affecting 
EMCs from GEHC and peak load data from OEMC; 
2. Multichannel base and mobile radio systems are required 
that would allow mobile units from "foreign" EMCs to be 
efficiently integrated into local systems during emer-
gency operations. 
3. Independent limited range portable radio systems are 
needed for crew communications that don't require base 
monitoring. 
4. Voice links independent of the dial telephone network 
are needed for statewide coomunications during emer-
gencies. 
5. Integration of EMC communications facilities with Georgia 
Power facilities should be considered. This would sig-
nificantly reduce the cost of implementing a statewide 
EMC communications network. 
6. Remote monitoring and control of substations should be 
considered. 
7. Remote meter reading technology should be followed closely 
for future cost feasibility. 
8. Printing of routine bills at SEDC should be considered. 
This would consolidate this activity at a location with a 
high speed line printer and decrease the traffic on the 
data lines. 
9. The feasibility of installing an SEDC terminal at Oglethorpe 
should be determined. This would allow Oglethorpe to access 
the 20 EMCs on an individual or group basis for the dissem-
ination of peak load information. 
GRESCO 
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10. An integrated statewide voice and data communications plan 
should be developed which will allow distribution EMCs to 
purchase new equipment that would be consistent with the 
developing network. 
11. A statewide communications coordinator should be named who 
would have the responsibility and the authority for imple-




D.l..J'. Robertson, Director 






A. 1. What communications system is your organization currently using? 
For voice? For data? Radio Systems? Describe data systems. 
Describe other. 
2. From your viewpoint, what is the greatest communications need? 
Administrative? Routine operational? Describe some of the problems. 
3. Describe your current communication system in terms of wholly owned, 
common carrier, leased, or contract. 
4. What innovations need to be accomplished, i.e., remote metering, 
load shaving, etc.? 
5- Is point-to-point communications (across EMC lines and perhaps 
statewide) really needed? How often? District office to district 
office or truck to truck? 
6. How large is your investment in communication services? Number of 
people directly involved in communication operations? Honey? 
1. List your priorities in communication needs? 
(a) Within your organization 
(b) Your organization to others (who?) 
(c) Sta te\vide 
(d) Office to office 
(e) Truck to truck (between different organizations) 
8. Have you recently studied your communication needs? What uere the 
results? Any documentation or reports you could make available? 
B. Voice 
1. What links are required? 
2. What are the reasons for the communications? 
3. When will the communication be required? 
4. ~bat delay in establishing link can be tolerated? 
5. How are the requirements being met by current communications systems? 
6. What are the shortcomings of the current systems? 
. 7. How will the requirements vary with operation~! and emergency 
conditions? 
8. What are . the reliability, maintenance, flexibility, and growth 
requirements? · 
C. Record 
1. What links a~e required? 
2. What are the reasons for the communications? 
3. What amount of data must be transmitted in what amount of time? 
4. When must data be moved? 
5. What transmission delay can be tolerated? 
6. How are the requirements being met by current systems? 
7. What are the shortcomings of the current systems? 
8. How will requirements vary with operational and emergency conditions? 
9. What are the reliability, maintenance flexibility, and growth 
requirements? 
ENGINEFRI G EXPER MENT S TAI-I O N 
CRESCO 
Box 398 
Reynolds, GA 31076 
GEO R -I.\ I . I ITUTE OF -·c. c '-!O LOGY o ATL ..C..i,JTA. GEO f\GI/\ 3u 331 
4 e ru ry 197 7 
Atte tion: 1'-tr. Richard Parl-- s 
Executive Vic e Pre s "den t 
Subject: Honthly L tter Rep· rt No. 2 
S': anda 1. d Indus t ria l Agreemt;::n t 
Gentlemen: 
This proj e _t "!;vas initia t ed on Decerr:ber 1, 1976, and vill be com leted 
on liarch 1~ 197 7. The ob j e ctive of t h project is to conduct a short ter m 
prelimina ry study of future communic a io s ne eds of t he Electric Nerrbe rship 
Corporation of Georgi a . 
Dur ing the month of Jan ary the survey of or g<:t·x~zations coc.tinued Hith 
the inclusion of the f ollowin g organi za tions : 
CRESCO J anu·ry 11 
Flint EHC January 11 
Sumter EHC J anuary 12 
Hitchell EHC January 12 
Due to the adverse weather conditions, the vicit to Blue Ridge EMC, 
scheduled ou January 10, was postponed and is now s lteduled for February 9, 
1977. 
In order to most effectively us e the rer:: ining time orr the contract, it 
was decided to conduct the following inter\ ie-vrs by tel ephone. 
Washingto~ E~C - Ro e rt S. Moore 
Indiana, PA, Electric Power Corporation - Richa rd 0 an ge 
Nississippi Electric Po;.re.r Association - Hobson Haits 
GRE SC 
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An addition a l so 1rce o f i n forma tion on ot her sta tes ' corrnnunica t ion 
syst ems, Mr . W.E. Ada ms (fo r m .rly of the I owa EMC), has been s uggest ed . 
If pos s i b l e , he wi 11 al s o he intervi e~v .d by telep _ one. 
Following these int rviews the f'nal report will be pre par e d a nd sub-
mittE.'d by Ha rc.:h 1, 1977. T1 · s repor t will c ntain a summary of our survey 
f i n dings , a review of regu latory con s id r a t io .. s, and recorn__menda t io for 
future systems development . A sugge ted outline of the final r epor t is 
at t a ched. 
Geo r gia Tech will provi de th r e quir e a s sistance in a presentat ion 
of the f indings a t t h e man r ae rs' me ting in -rar ch. 




Approv e d : 




D.W. R ber t s on, Dlr2ctor 
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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GRESCO 
Box 398 
Reynolds, GA 31076 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
14 March 1977 
Attention: Mr. Richard Parks 
Executive Vice President 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 3 
Standard Industrial Agreement 
Gentlemen: 
This project was initiated on December 1, 1976~ and was completed on 
March 1, 1977. However, the account will remain OfJen through the end of · 
March to cover the expenses involved in printing the final report, prepar-
ing presentation materials, and attending the EMC managers meeting on 
March 21. 
The survey effort continued in February with a visit to Blue Ridge EMC 
on February 9 to interview Mr. John Marlin, Manager. The manager of Washing-
ton EMC, Hr. Schley Moore, was intervie":.;ed by telephone on February 23. 
Information on the Pennsylvania REA radio system was obtained via telephone 
from Mr. Clair Limrick, Southwest Central Cooperative, on February 10; Mr. 
Luniger, Southwest Central Cooperative, on February 11; and Mr. Alec Porter, 
United Electric Corporation, on February 14. Numerous attempts were made to 
contact Mr. W. E. Adams of Iowa with no success. Discussions with Mr. Jim 
Heifner of GEMC revealed that the Mississippi statewide system consisted of 
base relays only and as such would not merit investigation at this time. 
The final report was written and draft copies were presented to the 
Statewide Radlo Communications Committee on }fa.rch 3. Final corrections 
were incorporated into the report following this meeting. 
Efforts remaining on the project are the preparation of vugraph material 
for the managers meeting on ~~rch 21 and Georgia Tech's participation in the 
meeting to present the results of the study. 
GRESCO 
14 March 1977 
Page Tl;vO 








D. W. Robertson, Director 
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FOREWORD 
This report was prepared by the Communications Technology Group 
of the Electronics Technology Laboratory at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology under a standard industrial agreement with the Georgia Ru-
ral Electric Service Corporation. The work described was directed by 
Mr. R. W. Wallace under the general supervision of Mr. R. W. Moss, 
Head, Communications Technology Group. 
The guidance and assistance of Mr. Richard Parks, Executive Vice 
President of GRESCO and Mr. Jim Heifner, Director of Safety and Edu-
cation for GEMC are gratefully acknowledged. In the Electronics Tech-
nology Lab, the contributions of Ms. Merle Millo££, Ms. Gayle Hudson, 
and Mr. Larry Jackson are acknowledged. 
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ABSTRACT 
A survey and preliminary study of the telecommunications require-
ments of the Electric Merriliership Corporations of Georgia has been per-
formed by Georgia Tech. 
The results of a survey of all statewide EMC organizations, seven 
distribution EMCs, and out-of-state systems are reported. The commun-
ications requirements and alternatives for voice and data communications 
and the regulatory considerations are presented. Recommendations are 
presented for general telecommunications planning, a statewide coordi-
nated radio plan, a statewide data communications plan, and areas for 
further study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of a preliminary study of the com-
munications requirements of the Electric Membership Corporations of Geor-
gia. The study extended over a period of three months from December, 
1976, through February, 1977. During this period 11 Georgia EMC organiza-
tions were visited and 21 representatives of these organizations were in-
terviewed. Information was obtained on three systems outside the state of 
Georgia. The information gathered has been summarized and assessed in the 
following pages. 
The first part of the report presents the results of the survey of 
EMC personnel and is followed by a description of the communications re-
quirements and alternatives as indicated by the survey. The next section 
presents a review of the regulatory considerations. The final section 
presents a set of recommendations based on the findings of the study. 
Preliminary to the study, Georgia Tech obtained a copy of the list 
of objectives prepared by the statewide Radio Communications Committee. 
These objectives were valuable in establishing the parameters of the sur-
vey. The members of the statewide Radio Communications Committee are 
listed in Appendix A while the study objectives are included as Appendix 
B. 
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2. SURVEY RESULTS 
A major effort during the project was to survey all of the state-
wide EMC organizations, a sample of the distribution EMCs, and selected 
systems in other states. The purpose of the interviews was to deter-
mine the communications needs of the EMCs, both on a statewide and local 
basis. 
A questionnaire was developed which served as a basis for the in-
terviews. The questionnaire was designed to cover general telecommuni-
cations requirements, voice requirements - both radio and telephone, and 
record or data requirements. A copy of the questionnaire is included 
as Appendix C. The results of the survey are summarized in the follow-
ing paragraphs. 
2.1 Statewide Organizations 
The interview schedule for the statewide organizations is listed 
in Table 2-1. 
TABLE 2-1 
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The interviews generally lasted from three to four hours each. The 
GEMC interview was conducted by Ronald W. Wallace and Dr. Robert W. Rice 
of Georgia Tech. The remaining interviews were conducted by Ron Wallace 
accompanied by Jim Heifner of GEMC. 
The following paragraphs give the results of the interviews with 
the statewide organizations' executives. The paragraphs are organized 
in the chronological order of the interviews. 
2.1.1 Georgia Electric Membership Corporation 
The Georgia Electric Membership Corporation (GEMC) is prima-
rily an administrative organization with responsibilities in the areas 
of legislative affairs, public reactions, safety and education, and eco-
nomic development. Also included in GEMC's responsibilities is the pub-
lication of Rural Georgia magazine. 
The only communications systems currently used by GEMC are the tel-
ephone and the mail. There is frequently the requirement to communicate 
with all 42 EMCs on the same subject. This requires sending 42 letters 
or, if the need is urgent, making 42 telephone calls. During General As-
sembly sessions, this need may occur two or three times a week. At other 
times, GEMC may need to call all of the EMCs three or four times a month. 
GEMC currently has a single outgoing statewide coverage WATS telephone 
line. Usage of this line is consistently heavy. 
One important communications requirement is the need for rapid com-
munications during times of emergencies such as ice storms, hurricanes, 
or tornadoes. During these times GEMC serves as a coordinating agency, 
both among the distribution EMCs and between the EMCs and other state-
wide organizations. Rapid communications are required for dispatching 
additional trucks into the stricken area and resupplying expended mate-
rial. GEMC feels that it would be useful to have a statewide emergency 
communications system, which would allow them to communicate directly or 
through a relay with every base station and vehicle in the state. Such 
a statewide emergency communications system could also be used to dis-
seminate information during pending emergency situations, such as icing 
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conditions, and for normal administrative matters during non-emergency 
conditions. GEMC feels that the system should allow them to communicate 
with GRESCO, SEDC, and OEMC the same as with the distribution EMCs. 
Automobile radio-telephones have been found useful by GEMC when the 
system is available, but problems have been encountered with limited 
statewide coverage. 
2.1.2 Southeastern Data Cooperative 
The Southeastern Data Coope~ative (SEDC) provides account data 
processing services for the local EMCs. Currently SEDC serves 19 of the 
42 EMCs in the state of Georgia plus several accounts outside Georgia. 
SEDC is the most recent addition to the statewide EMC organizations, 
having been formed from elements of National Data Corporation in 1976. 
SEDC currently uses a dual Burroughs 6700 processing systen on a leased 
basis from NDC. This system provides real-time account processing serv-
ice, account billing, and distribution system engineering data. 
Both voice and data communications systems are used by SEDC. These 
systems are described in the following paragraphs. 
VOICE 
SEDC has no radio communications, using the telephone network for 
all voice telecommunications. Through NDC, WATS service is available on 
a shared cost arrangement covering both Georgia and the contiguous United 
States. This service currently costs SEDC about $500 per month. SEDC's 
primary use of voice communications is to communicate with the distribu-
tion EMCs using the data system and with the telephone companies which 
provide the transmission facilities. The service is satisfactory, and 
no requirement for radio equipment is foreseen. 
DATA 
Data communications provide the basis for SEDC's operation and thus 
are essential. The coverage area of SEDC's data communications system is 
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shown in Figure 2-1. The EMCs indicated in white are the 19 co-ops that 
are served by SEDC in the state of Georgia. 
All processing is performed on the NDC Burroughs Model 7600 in At-
lanta. Computer input-output terminals throughout the state are con-
nected to the computer by eight leased data circuits. In addition, the 
system has two data lines that go to locations outside the state. Each 
line to the system may have one or more terminals connected to it based 
on the amount of data each terminal must carry. The system is based on 
the requirement for a one second response for a 50 character (about 10 
words) message. 
The data lines are leased from AT&T for a total of $6,000 to $7,000 
per month. These lines may be either 1200 Baud (1300 words per minute), 
2400 Baud (2600 wpm), or 4800 Baud (5200 wpm) lines. From the long dis-
tance lines the local telephone company provides interconnection to a 
modern (data modulator/demodulator) at the terminal location. The modern 
is generally a Bell System 202T or 201C type. Bell moderns are generally 
preferred by SEDC since telephone company employees are more familiar 
with them and will provide maintenance for them. Other data sets may 
complicate the telephone company interface. 
The system uses two primary types of terminals - data terminals and 
keyboard/CRT displays (scopes). The data terminals are Burroughs Models 
TC3500 and TC3800. These terminals are the primary input and output de-
vices for the customer accounts. They have dual printers - one for sys-
tem me ssages and one for printing forms such as account statements. The 
CRT displays are primarily used for account inquiries and do not provide 
a hard copy output capability. 
The system provides real time customer accounting information based 
on terminal inputs. Data are maintained as needed to bill customers, 
post cash payments, post meter readings, and produce accounting and en-
gineering reports. The engineering data are accumulated as byproducts 
of the billing information in conjunction with distribution system infor-
mation stored in the computer. For example, transformer and· line loading 
may be calculated and displayed. 
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Figure 2-1. Data Communications Used by EMCs in Georgia. 
Key: SEDC Network - White 
CCC Network - Black and White Stripes 
Other Systems - Diagonal Lines 
Not in EMC System - Dots 
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The system is basically a radial system with all communications 
connected be tween the computer and each terminal. Direct terminal to 
terminal communications are not provided. However, a feature is being 
implemented which allows terminal to terminal communications through 
the computer. This feature is currently projected to be available by 
March 6, 1977. The message capability will include both single termi-
na l t o singl e termi nal and single terminal to mul t i ple terminal commu-
nications yielding a broadcast capability. The computer system stores 
messages for any terminal that is off-line. When the terminal is turned 
on, all stored messages are transmitted to it. 
The only problems noted by SEDC with the system are service inter-
ruptions in the data transmission circuits. These may be due to lines 
being down or to human error in operating the modem or switching equip-
ment . 
The cost of the service is dependent upon the tariffs for data lines. 
If these rates increase substantially, it will affect the cost of the 
ser v ice. 
2 .1 .3 Oglethorpe EMC 
Oglethorpe EMC was formed in August of 1974 to serve as a gen-
eration and transmission cooperative for the distribution EMCs. In 
this capacity OEMC acts as a wholesale purchaser of power primarily from 
the Georgia Power Company. OEMC also owns a portion of the statewide 
transmission network and co-owns generating facilities with Georgia Power 
and MEAG. Oglethorpe currently owns 17 oercent of the statewide integrated 
transmission facility. Georgia Power is now con1.tracted to operate and 
maint ain OEMC's transmission facilities. OEMC serves 39 of the 42 EMCs 
in Ge orgia, the exceptions being Blue Ridge, North Georgia, and Tri-State 
EMCs. 
Oglethorpe uses the telephone, mobile radio-telephone, and CB radio 
for voice communications and has a data line from Georgia Power for the 
indication of statewide power consumption and a dial up system for data 
transmission to a processor in St. Louis, MO. 
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VOICE 
Oglethorpe has recently installed a Dimension PBX system leased 
from Southern Bell. Information on this system is included in Appendix 
F. The main features of the system are listed below. This system is 
only available to telephone subscribers served by a central office with 
an Electronic Switching System. 
• Call forwarding - allows user to transfer all incoming calls 
to another telephone in the local calling area. 
• Three way calling - allows the addition of a third party to 
an established connection. 
• Speed calling - allows the user to place calls to a list of 
eight or thirty frequently called numbers by dialing only 
one or two digits instead of seven to ten digits. 
• Call waiting - notifies the user of a busy line of a call 
coming in. He may then place his current call on hold and 
connect to the new call. 
OEMC is also tied into the Georgia Power telephone network. Es-
sentially, Oglethorpe has the same access to the system as any Georgia 
Power office and may place toll free calls to all Georgia Power facil-
ities on the network. Oglethorpe is only billed for the line between 
their office and Atlanta. The use of the system is included in OEMC's 
contract with Georgia Power. The system has been satisfactory to Ogle-
thorpe with no observed overloaded condition on the lines. 
The telephone system also includes two incoming and one outgoing 
statewide WATS lines with another outgoing line planned. 
Oglethorpe has three mobile radio telephones which they have found 
very useful when in range of a base station since access to the state-
wide telephone system is provided. However, their range is limited, 
and lack of coverage often creates problems. 
CB radios are often used by OEMC in communications with contract 
crews since all the crews seem to have them. 
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DATA 
Curren t l y OEMC has a leased voice grade telephone line from Georgia 
Power i n Atlanta which pr ovides a real-time digital display of statewide 
power consumption. However, this information may not be of very high 
qual ity since s ome i nput data could be incorrect. Some inputs are not 
automa t i c but are manual ly set and may be erroneous at times. Also the 
r eading is a gross r eading which i ncludes losses and station use, while a 
ne t reading is really needed. 
System engineering and management processing are performed on a 
computer system owned by McDonnell-Douglas Automation Company in St. Louis, 
MO. The system uses a normal dial telephone line to connect a card input 
t erminal in OEMC's office to the computer. 
Oglethorpe 's charges for power received from Georgia Power are de-
rived from magnetic tape recordings of the readings at the system meter-
ing points throughout the state. These tapes are sent through the mail 
to a computer center where they are processed and the account data are 
produced. OEMC feels that this system has operated satisfactorily. 
2.1.4 Geor gia Rural Electric Service Corporations 
The Georgia Rural Electric Service Corporation (CRESCO) is a 
coopera tive-owned service organization serving the material and service 
requirements of the EMCs in Georgia. CRESCO serves as a distributor of 
the maj or supplies needed for the power distribution system, providing 
centralized s upp ly of i tems ranging from line regulator s to splicing 
sleeves. CRESCO also offers services i ncl ud i ng testing .of booms and 
buckets and locating underground faults. 
GRESCO' s voice communications are served by the telephone. No data 
communications are currently required. 
VOICE 
In addi t ion to the normal business telephone service, CRESCO is 
having an i ncoming WATS line ins talled. Curren tly GRESCO has no radio 
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communications with their trucks. GRESCO expressed the need for the 
capability to communicate with their trucks throughout the state. Cur-
rently if a truck is returning from North Georgia and a pick-up require-
ment develops in Middle Georgia, there is no way to dispatch the truck 
while it is enroute. 
During emergencies, GRESCO needs to be able to communicate rapidly 
with statewide coordinating agencies and the affected EMCs. 
2.2 Distribution EMCs 
A selected sample of seven distribution EMCs were surveyed during 
the study as indicated in Table 2-2. The EMCs were chosen as repre-
sentatives of the state EMCs ranging in size from 7,000 to 30,000 mem-
bers, representing locations from mountains to plains, representing 
population densities from urban to rural, including low band VHF, high 
band VHF, and UHF radio systems, and other variations as indicated in 
Table 2-3. 
The survey results wiil be given as a summary of information from 
all the systems interviewed in order to indicate a concensus of communi-
cations requirements of the distribution EMCs. 
The results are organized into voice-radio, voice-telephone, and 
data communications. 
2.2.1 Voice-Radio 
All of the systems surveyed used two-way mobile radio exten-
sively in their operations. This form of communications is now con-
sidered essential to an EMC's operation. Users of low band VHF, high 
band VHF, and UHF radio systems were included in the survey. All were 
basically satisfied with their current systems for local use, although 
most systems had some small areas within the system not covered by the 
radio. Figure 2-2 indicates the EMCs using low band VHF, high band 
VHF, and UHF in Georgia. 
The only system using remote relay stations was Blue Ridge, the 
use here being mandated by the terrain. Three relay stations located on 
mountain peaks give almost 100 percent coverage of the service area. The 
system is based on two frequencies, with all users transmitting on the 
first frequency and receiving on the second. As configured, all com-
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DISTRIBUTION EMC INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
Persons Interviewed 
John D. Marlin, Manager 
James .M. Hubbard, Manager 
D.M. Hendrix, Manager of 
Operations 
Miss Willie Mae Anderson, 
Manager Office Services 
Paul E. Weatherby, Manager 
Wayne Barrett, Manager of 
Engineering 
Ed Allgood, Supervisor of 
Apparatus 
Neal Pittman, General Service 
Foreman 
J.O. Mills, Manager 
Bobby Trussell, Director of 
Engineering Services 
C.J. Smith, Engineer 
Wilburn C. Turner, Office 
Manager 
Tommy Peel, Engineer 
Jerry L. Dover, Manager 











SUMMARY OF SURVEYED EMC CHARACTERISTICS 
Number of Number of Number of Telephone Data 
EMC Members Radio Band Bases Mobiles Repeater Features Processing 
3 Companies Service 
Blue Ridge 8,949 UHF 1 24 3 In Area Contract 
Ans. Service 




30,280 Low Band 1 62 No Southern Bell NCR 
I 
1--' 8 Leased In House 1--' 
Flint 29,221 High Band 3 30 No Lines NCR 
In House 
Mitchell 12,515 Low Band 3 21 No Phone Patch IBM 
2 In, 2 Out 
Sumter 6,715 High Band 1 27 No Georgia WATS SEDC 
Purchased 
Washington 7,024 High Band 1 28 Base System SEDC 
Note: 
Low Band VHF - 25-76 MHz 
High Band VHF - 150-174 MHz 
UHF - 406-512 MHz 
Figure 2-2. Radio Frequency Bands Used By EMCs in Georgia 
Key: Low band VHF - diagonal lines 
High band VHF - white 
UHF - black and white stripes 
Not in EMC system - dots 
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munications must go through a relay station which receives on the first 
frequency and transmits on the second. Truck to truck communications 
are possible through the relay station. Blue Ridge is the only EMC us-
ing the UHF band in Georgia. Reliability of the system has been excel-
lent; however, there has been occasional interference from a Georgia 
Power Company transmitter on the same frequency in Atlanta. 
Washington EMC has a base relay system in the high band VHF range. 
The base station transmits on one frequency and receives on a second 
with all receptions from mobiles repeated. Direct mobile to mobile com-
munications are possible through the base relay station. 
The other EMCs had from one to three base stations operating inde-
pendently. Operationally little interference has been noted, even though 
the base stations are on the same frequency. With more mobile units, 
this could become a problem. With 62 mobiles, Cobb's system is satis-
factory but sometimes congested. During emergency situations the base 
stations are extremely busy with the situation described as "hectic." 
Mobile-to-mobile communications are used throughout the systems sur-
veyed. Often these communications are used during wire pulling or con-
struction activities. Currently this does not interfere with base to 
mobile communications but could create delays in an expanding system. 
Some EMCs use walkie-talkies or CB radios for this type of communication 
and remain off the base-mobile network. 
One system has experienced co-channel interference (another nearby 
EMC was assigned the same radio frequency) but eliminated the problem by 
installing a tone squelch system. This system blocks transmissions that 
don't have the proper tone included. (It may be called Channel Guard or 
Private Line by particular manufacturers.) 
All EMCs surveyed indicated that there was a considerable problem in 
communicating with trucks from a foreign EMC which come into an area dur-
ing emergency or disaster conditions. These trucks are normally on a dif-
ferent frequency and have no way of communicating with the base or mobiles 
of the home EMC. Normally the foreign trucks are assigned to a section 
of line for them to work on alone or a local truck is assigned to the for-
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eign crew strictly for communications. Either way the system is danger-
ous, inefficient, or both. Various opinions were given on the concept 
of a communications system to alleviate this problem. Opinions ranged 
from the idea that these emergencies don't occur often enough to justify 
the cost of the system to the consideration that if the system saves just 
one life, it is justified. Most felt that such a system was needed, and 
if other than emergency use of the system could be designed into it, it 
could be justified. 
One EMC, Carroll, has a plan to use a portable radio in a helicopter 
for an initial line patrol following the next disaster. It is estimated 
that this would decrease the restoration time by one day. 
Another requirement that was frequently mentioned was the ability 
for people in the field to rapidly communicate with the Georgia Power 
Division Operator for transferring substation loads and performing switch-
ing operations. Information was obtained that Georgia Power is placing 
two-way radios in some substations which will enable direct communications 
with the Division Operator. 
A need was indicated for the ability of EMCs to communicate with 
statewide organizations, particularly during emergency periods when tele-
phone lines could be unusable. Further discussions revealed that the 
telephone network is rarely down completely during emergencies, but may 
be unusable due to overloaded circuits. 
The desire to keep the radio system flexible in order to accommodate 
load management was expressed by several individuals. Cobb is currently 
using one of the high band VHF frequencies allocated for load control. 
This system uses a tone actuated control to turn off selected loads (such 
as air conditioners or hot water heaters) at houses equipped with the 
proper receiving equipment. Five thousand of these units were in opera-
tion in 1976, and their use has been instrumental in lowering Cobb's load 
during statewide peaks resulting in significant savings for Cobb's mem-
bers. 
Phone patches were used by several EMCs to connect their two way ra-
dios to the telephone system. The phone patches were used for connecting 
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mobile units to the Georgia Power D.O. and for after hours remote dis-
patching, for example. Experience with the phone patches has been de-
scribed as excellent, good, and poor. 
Interest in pagers for on call personnel after duty hours was ex-
pressed by several EMCs. This would allow these personnel to be rela-
tively unhampered when on call. Carroll has used pagers for this pur-
pose. 
Some expressed an interest in regional after hours dispatch. It 
was felt that by pooling resources, the associated EMCs would have 24 
hour coverage by a dispatcher which would eliminate the problems in-
volved with members contacting recordings, answering services, or half-
asleep on-call personnel. One concern expressed was the possibility 
of loss of EMC identity in a regional after hours dispatch. 
Some EMCs expressed the desire to put two way radios in contractor 
vehicles while they were working on the system. 
EB radio was mentioned by many as a possibility for members to com-
municate with the EMC during emergencies. As envisioned, the members 
would be informed via newsletter or with account flyers that the EMC 
would monitor a certain C~ channel during emergencies for emergency in-
formation, such as lines down or power outages, only. Although interest 
was expressed in this concept, concern was indicated that the system 
could be abused by pranksters and nuisance calls. Blue Ridge has a CB 
base station installed for this purpose but has not had the need to use 
it at this time. 
The importance of being aware of weather developments was emphasized 
by some EMCs. Some are in range of the VHF radio weather service and 
monitor it during developing conditions. However, these transmissions 
are available in only a limited part of the state. It was learned dur-
ing the survey that the Georgia Power Company is installing a weather sta-
tion at Pine Mountain, Georgia, which will include a weather RADAR set. 
Information from this system is not now available as it is understood 
that Georgia Power does not employ a meteorologist. 
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2.2.2 Voice-Telephone 
All of the EMCs surveyed were satisfied with their telephone 
service. The only complaints noted were the difficulties sometimes en-
countered in establishing connections during emergency conditions and 
the problems associated with the fact that EMC boundaries often include 
several different telephone companies or areas. 
It was noted that some EMCs may not be aware of how busy their in-
coming lines are. If the lines are often busy, it may be an indication 
that more lines are needed for satisfactory service. During major 
emergencies, the lines will become overloaded regardless of how well 
designed the system is for normal operations. During these overloaded 
conditions, it is often impossible to establish telephone communications 
between the EMC and statewide agencies or other EMCs in a reasonable 
amount of time. Some systems have alleviated this problem with the ad-
dition of an unpublished "hotline" number that is reserved for statewide 
use during emergency periods. 
The problem with EMC boundary lines extending over more than one 
telephone system or billing area is that some member calls must be long 
distance toll calls. This problem has been met in several ways. Some 
systems accept collect calls for power outage repdrts. Others have in-
stalled leased lines into the various areas served giving all members a 
local telephone number to call. Some have installed Georgia WATS lines. 
A number of systems used leased telephone lines to selected super-
visors' homes in order to allow them to operate the base transmitter 
from their homes as a remote base operation. With this after hours dis-
patching may be accomplished without requiring the supervisor to leave 
his home. 
A non-technical problem with the telephone system noted by some was 
the high cost of leased line service and the desirability of an economical 
alternative which would meet the communications requirements. 
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2.2.3 Data Communications 
Data communications required by the EMCs may be placed in one 
of three categories--account data processing, administrative information, 
and system control processing. These three areas are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 
ACCOUNT DATA PROCESSING 
All EMCs require account data processing of some type. Some EMCs 
have their processing done by a service organization operating in a batch 
mode, some use statewide real time processing services, and some have in-
house batch or real time processing systems. 
The first type requires no electronic data communications since the 
information is provided manually. The second type is most commonly used 
in the state and involves the services of an organization such as SEDC or 
CCC. In this system the EMC ties into a data communications network which 
ties many users to a large scale central processor. The third type system 
requires no data communications except that necessary to tie branch offices 
into the system. 
The data communications circuits are the responsibility of the providers 
of the data processing system. Data grade circuits are leased from the 
associated telephone companies. The circuits are leased based on a line 
load analysis to provide a predetermined grade of service. Within the SEDC 
system, the grade of service is based on a one second response for a 50 
character message. Apparently these objectives are being met and the 
users are satisfied with the system. 
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
Administrative information includes both the normal textual information 
required in administering ap EMC and the information required for effective 
load management. 
Virtually all of the textual information transmission requirements are 
met by use of the postal service. The exceptions occur when items are hand 
carried to their destination. Although satisfactory for routine business, 
this system is unsatisfactory when timely information must be conveyed. 
Currently there is a relatively limited amount of vital textual information 
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which must be transmitted rapidly. There was some doubt as to whether a 
facsimile or telex system could be justified based on current needs. It 
was noted that if the major engineering firms serving the EMCs were included, 
the system feasibility would increase substantially. 
Load management, however, presents a quite different picture. Presently 
OEMC and Cobb have a digital readout of the statewide consumption of power 
through links with Georgia Power. Although the information presented by 
this display is often tainted by inaccuracies, its use has proven valuable. 
To be most useful, this information should be filtered through someone 
knowledgeable about the limitations and validity of the data at any given 
time. 
Throughout the survey, the opinion was unanimous that information for 
load management would be vital in the near future, probably even in the 
summer of 1977. The feeling was that everyone should have access to load 
information that would allow their co-ops to limit rate increases while 
meeting the demands of their members. 
SYSTEM CONTROL PROCESSING 
The third area of data communications is for the monitoring and con-
trol of the power distribution system. These circuits are normally pro-
vided by voice or data grade telephone circuits depending upon the required 
data rate and error rate. This system generally is designed to provide 
monitoring and control of a power substation at a central location. The 
following items may be included in a typical system. 
• Operate disconnects 
• Open and close circuit breakers 
• Open and close non-reclosing switches 
• Open and close ground relay switches 
• Lower phase regulator voltage 
• Return phase regulator voltage to automatic control 
• Monitor current and voltage of feeders 
• Monitor switch position and regulator settings 
Although a number of EMCs anticipate a future requirement for remote 
system control, the only system known to be in the installation phase in 
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Georgia is at Cobb EMC. The Cobb system will provide all of the above 
listed functions, except for operating disconnects and monitoring switch 
positions and regular settings. These functions are planned to be added 
at a later date. 
2.3 Out of State Systems 
During the course of the study, information was obtained on three 
other state or regional systems - Pennsylvania REA, Mississippi Electric 
Power Association, and the American Electric Power Service Corporation. 
The Pennsylvania system is a statewide system using six frequencies 
in the low band VHF region and eight tones. The fourteen state Rural 
Electric Cooperatives are divided into three groups with inter-REC com-
munications normally only possible for RECs in the same group. For an 
added cost, radios may be equipped for full coverage. 
Each REC is assigned a unique frequency/squelch tone combination. 
Although several RECs have identical frequency assignments, the tone as-
signments eliminate interference. The repeater configuration for a given 
REC is indicated in Figure 2-3. As shown in the figure, the control sta-
tion transmits on the frequency fl to the relay station, which retrans-
mits the signal on frequency f2 to be received by the mobile unit. In 
a like manner, the mobile unit transmits on frequency fl, which is re-
layed through the repeater to the control station on frequency f2. This 
is the so-called talk through mode. In addition, the control station and 
all mobiles have a transmitter on frequency f2, allowing them to communi-
cate directly without use of the repeater. This is termed the talk around 
mode. 
The system has been successfully implemented with no significant in-
terference problems, although users of the same frequency are in very 
close proximity. 
For licensing purposes, Pennsylvania's REA established a statewide 
dummy organization called Voam, (from the contraction of Volt Amp) which 
i s a joint licensee with each of the RECs. In this manner the frequencies 
are available for statewide us~. 







Figure 2-3. PREC Radio Configuration. 
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The Mississippi system consists of a simple base station repeater 
system which was not deemed to be worth pursuing within the limited time 
available. 
The American Electric Power Service Corporation is a microwave sys-
tem serving Indiana, Ohio, and parts of West Virginia and Virginia. The 
system is of interest here due to the data gathered on its channel utili-
zation and interruption statistics. The system operates primarily at 6 
GHz and includes over 1200 link miles, 18 terminal stations, 21 drop-
channel repeaters, 22 through repeaters, and 5 billboard repeaters as re-
* ported in 1963. The systetn uses single sideband frequency division mul-
tiplexing for voice and frequency shift keying for telemetry data. Chan-
nel utilization is indicated in Table 2-4. 
TABLE 2-4 
AEPSC MICROWAVE CHANNEL UTILIZATION 
Service Channel Miles Percent of Total 
Voice dispatch 7290 43.5 
Voice administrative 6170 36.8 
Telemetry 2805 16.7 
Radio Control 290 1.7 
Supervisory 205 1.2 
The average per hop reliability for the system was generally in 
excess of 99.9 percent. The causes of circuit interruptions are listed 
in Table 2-5. With the advances in solid state equipment, it is pro-
jected that equipment failures would be a much smaller percentage for pres-
ent systems. 
* Nelson, T. R., "Expansion of Microwave Facilities to Meet Increased 
Power System Needs," presented at the Northeastern District Meeting 
of IEEE, Portsmouth, NH, May 20-22, 1963. 
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TABLE 2-5 
CAUSES OF CIRCUIT INTERRUPTIONS 
Cause 
Fading 
Communications equipment failure 
Power equipment failure 







3. COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS AND ALTERNATIVES 
The preceding section has described the results of a survey of EMCs 
to define communication needs and requirements. The purpose of this 
section is to summarize these requirements and to set forth several 
alternative approaches to meeting the requirements. Since the scope of 
this short-term study was limited to a preliminary study, additional 
detailed study will be required to establish which alternatives are more 
cost-effective. 
3.1 Voice 
3.1.1 Present Capabilities 
Presently most if not all of the EMCs achieve local voice commu-
nications by use of either two-way business radio or the commercial (Bell) 
telephone system. Telephone use is standard and includes local service, 
leased lines, WATS service, and long distance toll service. 
The choice of toll, leased, or WATS service is dependent upon local 
requirements and operations. Each manager must perform a cost/benefit 
study in determining which service he should select. Appendix E contains 
some basic information on WATS charges. The graph in the appendix shows 
the tradeoff point between measured and full time intrastate WATS to be 
40.4 hours. In other words, if more than 40.4 hours of WATS service per 
month are used, the full time WATS service is cheaper than measured service. 
For less than 40.4 hours, the timed WATS is more cost-effective. 
Two-way radio is the primary method of communications to and from the 
EMC vehicular fleet. Typically, each EMC has one or more base units and 
a number of mobile units depending on the size of the vehicular fleet. 
The radio coverage area corresponds roughly to the EMC geographical 
boundaries, and two-way radio communications is generally possible through-
out the EMC service area. In some EMCs, however, the radio coverage is 
less than adequate and some "gaps" in coverage exist. 
Figure 3-1 illustrates these typical arrangements for local voice 
communications. Except for standard telephone service, local EMCs have 
no capability for state-wide voice communications. 
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Based on the survey results, the following voice communication 
requirements appear to be most important: 
Local Voice 
• Reliable full local radio coverage to entire EMC service area. 
• Communications between local EMC and Georgia Power Division 
Operator. 
• Inter-EMC radio communications under local emergency conditions. 
Statewide Voice 
• Dedicated capability for statewide voice, office-to-office, base-
mobile, mobile-mobile. 
• Capability to include local EMCs and statewide organizations such 
as GRESCO, OEMC, GEMC, and SEDC. 
• Regional dispatch capability. 
Contrasting current capabilities with these needs, the following con-
clusions are evident: 
• The current local (intra-EMC) capabilities are reasonably adequate 
but are not well suited for future expansion into a statewide 
system. 
• Inter-EMC radio communications under emergency conditions (dif-
ferent EMC vehicles in a common area) are not adequate. 
• Except for conventional telephone, local EMCs cannot communicate 
with the Georgia Power Division Operator. 
• No statewide dedicated voice communications is possible with the 
present system. 
3.1.3 Alternatives 
The present local voice capabilities are generally adequate for 
most EMCs, but a real and distinct need exists to expand the system for 
statewide voice capabilities. In addition, deficiencies are evident for 
emergency communications and for coordination with GEMC, GRESCO, OEMC, 
and Georgia Power. 
Possible alternatives to overcome these deficiencies include: 
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• A statewide frequency allocation plan to include universal radio 
frequencies for inter-EMC and statewide organization communications. 
• Use of the existing Georgia Power microwave system (via OEMC which 
is a participant) to accomplish wide area voice communications. 
• Continued use of the Bell conventional telephone system but with 
greater reliance on dedicated or leased lines, 
All of these alternatives appear viable initially, but further detailed 
study will be required to establ i s h the most cost-effective approach. 
One particular alternative which was considered briefly during this 
study was the use of the Bell Mobile telephone network. This network 
provides a mobile access capability to the telephone system. As shown in 
Figure 3-2, however, the current coverage of this system is not adequate 
for general purpose EMC needs. Only the larger Georgia cities are served, 
and the geographical coverage is rather limited. 
3.2 Data 
3.2.1 Present Capabilities 
Business data communications is becoming a routine need for 
business practices, and the rural electric system of Georgia is no excep-
tion. Such activities as computerized billing, remote telemetry, and 
system management require local and long distance data communication capa-
bilities. 
Present inter-EMC data communication capabilities vary significantly 
with the size and location of each EMC. Capabilities range from non-
existent to radio and wire-line telemetry. 
Statewide and intra-EMC data communications is probably the greatest 
need. Present capabilities fall into two general capabilities: some EMCs 
have no statewide capability, and some EMCs use the services of SEDC to 
obtain a statewide capability. Even with the current SEDC system, however, 
the principal use is for billing. 
3.2.2 Requirements 
Based on the survey results, the following needs and requirements 
have been identified for data communications. (It should be noted that 
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Figure 3-2. Southern Bell Radio-Telephone Coverage Areas. 
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data as used here refers to all digitized traffic, including Telex and 
Teletype type communications.): 
• A distinct need exists to connect all Georgia EMCs into a state-
wide network. Future system management in such areas as load 
management, load shaving, equipment procurement, emergency con-
ditions, etc. will require a statewide system. 
• Those EMCs not participating in the SEDC or equivalent system will 
likely require a statewide tie-in in the future. 
• All local EMCs need a capability to exchange Telex-type traffic on 
a routine basis. 
• A statewide dispatch capability via voice or data would be useful 
to decrease local response time to routine or emergency outages. 
• System monitoring requirements on a statewide basis will increase 
for activities such as remote telemetry, remote control, and 
power system status. 
3.2.3 Alternatives 
A variety of alternatives may be defined to satisfy future data 
communication needs: 
• Expansion and use of the SEDC network to provide a statewide data 
communications capability between all EMCs and statewide organi-
zations such as GRESCO, GEMC, and OEMC. This network should provide 
both a "multiple address" and a switched point-to-point capability. 
• Use of the Georgia Power microwave system (via OEMC) to provide 
statewide needs. 
• Use of radio telemetry or dedicated telephone line systems to 
satisfy local data requirements. 
• Development of a statewide microwave system dedicated to rural 
electronic needs. 
• Continued use of the Bell System but expansion to meet future 
statewide requirements. 
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3.3 Other Requirements 
3.3.1 Weather Information 
During the course of this study, it was noted that weather infor-
mation available from the National Weather Service (NWS) would be useful to 
EMCs. Such information is available from NWS at key forecast offices, such 
as Atlanta and Savannah, but the information is not readily available to 
remote EMCs. NWS weather information is disseminated via wire service and 
localized VHF radio. Figure 3-3 shows the estimated coverage area for the 
present VHF weather transmitters in Atlanta and Savannah. This coverage 
could be improved by use of highly elevated receiving antennas at EMC 
office locations, but not all EMCs could be served. One possibility to 
overcome this deficiency would be to re-transmit the weather information 




Atlanta - 162.55 MHz 
Jacksonville - 162.55 MHz 
Savannah - 162.4 MHz 
Transmitted Power: 300 W 
• JAX 
Figure 3-3. Georgia Coverage by VHF 
Radio Weather Broadcasts. 
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4. REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS 
A variety of useful communications forms has been identified and 
discussed in the preceding material, and each operational form is sur-
rounded by a body of rules, regulations, and laws which dictate the per-
missible modes of operation. The most significant body of literature on 
this topic is the Federal Communications Commission's Rules and Regulations. 
The use of two-way radio for communications by organizations which are a 
part of the power industry is allowed under Part 91 of the Commission's 
rules, and it is that section which must be consulted when considering 
new or different communication forms for the power industry. 
The present form of radio communication for most of the EMCs involves 
a base station and its associated mobile units. The regulatory basis for 
this mode of operation is Part 91, Subpart D, paragraph 91.151 which defines 
the conditions under which this type of operation may occur. In general, 
mobile-to-mobile and mobile-to-base communication is permitted as long as 
all parties have the same license, communication is essential to the ef-
ficient conduct of business, and no effort is made to render a common 
carrier service. The latter point is identified in Part 91, Subpart A, 
paragraph 91.2. 
A need has been expressed by the EMCs to acquire the ability to 
communicate with the mobile units of other EMCs by radio. The technical 
aspects of this have been discussed elsewhere in this report, and this 
section will identify when this may be done. 
According to Part 91, Subpart D, paragraph 91.151, a station may 
communicate with any other station, without regard to type, service, or 
license, if the communication is directly related to safety of life or 
protection of property. This provides the means for station-to-station 
communication under emergency conditions, but this could not be used as 
the basis for routine station-to-station communications. 
Provision has been made in the FCC's rules for routine communication 
through a single base station by mobile units of two or more licensees. 
This is the cooperative use described in Part 91, Subpart A, paragraph 91.6. 
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Under this arrangement, two or more licensees may use and/or operate a 
common base station. This would mean that a mobile unit from one EMC 
could communicate with the base station of another EMC if the appropriate 
arrangements have been made. It is worth noting, however, that mobile-to-
mobile communication is not specifically addressed in the description of 
cooperative use; and, therefore, it is difficult to determine if it would 
be permitted under this arrangement. 
There are several other important features of the cooperative use 
arrangement that should be pointed out: 
• All participating parties must be eligible for a license in the 
same industrial radio service. 
• A person who is to receive service from a base station licensed 
to a person other than himself may obtain a license for his own 
units, or 
• A person who is to furnish a base station service to mobile radio 
units installed in vehicles owned and operated by persons other 
than himself may be the licensee of these mobile radio units. 
• The cooperative use arrangement may be without a charge, or 
• Contributions to capital and operating expenses may be accepted 
on a cost-sharing and non-profit basis, and the costs should be 
prorated on an equitable basis among all persons who are parties 
of the cooperative arrangement. 
Additionally, there is the question of the frequency assignment for 
the various EMCs participating in a cooperative use arrangement. The 
usual cooperative use arrangement allows two or more users in the same 
geographical area to use a single channel. This arrangement is attractive 
if and only if the users do not object to delays caused by several users 
sharing a single base station. The EMCs, however, require the common 
channel operation on an infrequent basis, and would undoubtedly prefer 
a private channel of their own for their normal business. To accommodate 
both forms of operation, each EMC would have to be licensed to operate on 
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at least two frequencies: a common channel used between EMCs, and a pri-
vate channel used within a given EMC. No mention of this form of operation 
has been found in the FCC's rules on industrial radio. 
One possible means around the frequency assignment problem is the 
approach taken by the EMCs in Pennsylvania. There a statewide organization 
has been formed, and the members of that organization are the local EMCs. 
The statewide organization is eligible for and received a frequency assign-
ment in the Industrial Radio Service. This assignment is used for the 
statewide communications link. Additionally, each individual EMC is eli-
gible for a license in the Industrial Radio Service, and through this 
avenue the local EMC receives a unique frequency assignment for its own 
local use. The result of this approach is that each EMC has legal access 
to both local and statewide channels. 
Another area of concern with respect to regulations is the formation 
of a network for data transmission. As long as all lines and switching 
are provided by existing common carriers, there is no regulatory difficulty. 
If, however, a data network is implemented which uses common carrier lines 
but has the message switching done by a computer or other device which is 
not .owned by the common carrier, then it is possible that the common 
carrier will contend that the data network represents a competitive 
system which would not be legally allowed. 
It is anticipated that the common carriers would object even more 
vigorously if the EMCs attempted to set up a microwave network to handle 
the transfer of data and voice signals. Their objection would most likely 
be that the network proposed by the EMCs is in direct competition with the 
common carrier service. 
These comments on the restrictions on activities which might infringe 
upon existing common carrier service require consideration of the micro-
wave link currently used by Georgia Power. In this case the link is owned 
and operated by Georgia Power. The networks discussed above would be used 
by multiple customers, and this is a basic part of the common carrier 
concept. If the EMCs were considered to be part of a single entity, 
this problem would not exist. If they are considered as autonomous units, 
then a legal ruling could be required. 
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On two other areas of concern, mobile to mobile operations in the 
power radio service are specifically allowed (FCC Rules and Regulations 
paragraph 91.151(1)) and contractors may apparently be included in the 
power radio network, so long as they are providing service to the system 
(FCC Rules and Regulations paragraph 91.154 (c)). 
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The recommendations based on the preceding study effort are organized 
into the following categories: 
• General telecommunications recommendations 
• Statewide coordinated radio plan 
• Statewide data communications plan 
• Recommendations for further study 
Due to the limited scope of the study, these recommendations present 
an overview of the system requirements and do not attempt to intensively 
analyze any EMCs local needs. 
5.1 General Telecommunications Recommendations 
The current efforts of the Statewide Radio Communications Committee 
have been extremely valuable in providing the required leadership for the 
development of coordinated planning for communications. General recom-
mendations and comments are listed below. 
• A statewide communications coordinator should be named who would 
have the responsibility and the authority for implementing state-
wide telecommunications plans. 
• To more accurately represent the scope of responsibilities, the 
name of the Radio Communications Committee should be changed to 
the EMC Telecommunications Committee. 
• The committee should serve as a clearinghouse of telecommunications 
information for the statewide and distribution EMCs. 
• A method for disseminating this information, such as in an 
employee newsletter, should be developed. 
• Radio, telephone, and data subcommittees of the Telecommunications 
Committee should be formed in order to effectively monitor these 
specific areas. 
• Operating objectives and standards should be developed for state 
and local systems. 
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• Cost-benefit analyses of statewide communications should be per-
formed. 
• Centralized purchase and maintenance of telecommunications equip-
ment should be investigated. 
• Telephone traffic analysis should be performed at all statewide 
organizations to insure proper WATS coverage. 
• Distribution EMCs should analyze local requirements to insure 
proper application of WATS, leased line, and toll telephone 
services. 
• All EMC organizations with two-way radios should have telephone 
patch capability. 
• Establish CB radio emergency monitoring on a test basis. 
• Establish facsimile capability at a few locations to determine 
cost effectiveness. (It would be useful to encourse engineering 
firms who do significant EMC contract work to lease compatible 
equipment.) 
• Those EMCs within range should purchase VHF radio weather monitors. 
• Keep abreast of remote meter reading developments to compare cost 
trends with manual meter reading cost trends. 
• The possibility of connecting GEMC into OEMCs telephone system in 
order to gain access to Georgia Power's telephone system should be 
investigated. 
• Where radio traffic is heavy, investigate use of limited range 
portable radio systems for work crews. 
• Where radio traffic is heavy, consider splitting independent oper-
ations such as meter reading and service installation and dis-
connect into a separate radio channel from construction and line 
maintenance activities. 
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• Installation of at least an SEDC CRT keyboard terminal at OEMC 
should be considered immediately for dissemination of load man-
agement information. 
• Consider printing of routine bills at SEDC on high speed line 
printer to reduce traffic on the data lines. Postage costs 
would be the same as local mailing; however, time for the mail 
to travel from Atlanta to local post office must be considered. 
• A System Operation Center which is dedicated to the communications 
necessary to operate the distribution system should be established 
in each EMC. Ideally, it should be in an area isolated from back-
ground noise which would be adequate to serve all future radio 
dispatching requirements. 
5.2 Statewide Coordinated Radio Plan 
The two-way radio systems currently in use were established inde-
pendently. A need for the future is to coordinate the system on a state-
wide basis. Currently the radio systems are spread throughout the VHF 
low and high band with one system using UHF equipment. 
A plan should be developed that will ultimately place all EMCs in 
a limited frequency band. This would enable the implementation of multi-
channel equipment that would include local and statewide frequencies. 
The costs associated with a statewide independent microwave system 
should be investigated. The Georgia Power system has $12 million invested 
at this time with a replacement cost in excess of $20 million. 
The relationship with Georgia Power should be reviewed regarding 
communications. Several options should be considered such as leasing 
channels on the Georgia Power system or using some of Georgia Power's 
physical facilities such as land, towers, and equipment shelters for an 
independent EMC microwave system. The possibility of establishing a 
statewide microwave system in conjunction with a common carrier organiza-
tion should also be considered. 
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5.3 Statewide Data Communications Plan 
In conjunction with a statewide radio plan, a statewide data communi-
cations plan should be established. The plan should include both account 
processing and message capability. The system could be built around the 
SEDC network or a new network could be organized on which SEDC would be a 
primary user. Alternatives for terminals should be investigated. Lease 
or purchase options need to be compared. A low cost terminal with limited 
capability for users who do not need full capability should be investigated. 
Options on data transmission networks should be considered. Current 
and projected leased telephone line costs should be compared with indepen-
dently owned options. 
Statewide specifications for load management and monitoring and con-
trol of substations should be developed. As an integrated system, care 
must be taken that actions improving one EMC will not degrade the rest. 
The implementation of load management requires statewide coordination to 
be most effective for the entire system. 
5.4 Recommendations for Further Study 
To place statewise EMC communications on a firm foundation the fol-
lowing items are suggested for further study: 
• Survey telecommunications facilities at all EMCs. (This should 
be in the form of a questionnaire rather than personal interviews.) 
• Survey telecommunications requirements of all EMCs. (Again, a 
questionnaire rather than interview.) 
• Establish proposed design for statewide radio plan. 
• Establish proposed design for statewide data communications plan. 
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P.O. Box 1048 
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GEMC 
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P.O. Box 598 
Sandersville, GA 31082 
Schley Moore 
SEDC 
P.O. Box 598 
Sandersville, GA 31082 
Nash Murph 
Marshallville, GA 31057 
Roy Palmer 
Mitchell EMC 
P.O. Box 409 
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Richard Parks 
GRESCO 
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OEMC 
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APPENDIX B 
OBJECTIVES FOR COMMUNICATIONS STUDY COM}1ITTEE 
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OBJECTIVES FOR COMMUNICATIONS STUDY COMMITTEE 
1. Any local distribution EMC to have adequate full local coverage plus 
be able to communicate with any other EMC vehicle in the state: i.e., 
mobile to mobile, base to base, base to mobile, mobile to base. 
2. Statewide organizations, Georgia EMC, Oglethorpe EMC, GRESCO, SEDC, 
and CCC to be able to communicate with distribution EMC and all state-
wide organizations, bases, mobiles, statewide and local bases. 
3. Each local EMC, mobile and/or base, to be able to communicate with the 
Georgia Power Company Division Dispatcher operator for its switching 
and service restoration. 
4. To be able to dispatch local EMC vehicles from Regional after hours 
phone answering center for economy of operations. 
5. EMC Consumers to be able to communicate not only by phone but by CB 
radio during major storm interruptions (ice, hurricane, etc.). 
6. Microwave transmission of remote billing data processing vs. telephone 
lines. 
7. For load shedding during peak periods and operation of peak shaving 
equipment and monitor transmission systems. 
8. Supervises control systems of EMCs' systems, switching and capacitors, 
OCR's and other control. 
9. Oglethorpe EMC to be able to transmit real time coincident peak data 
hourly during peak periods. 
10. Integrated terminal at each co-op for communication system transmission 
(for example, Atlanta area URD digging). 
11. Telex System for other co-op business. (Ordering material, sending 
PO's, etc.) 
12. Remote reading of meters and other data. 
13. Study 5, 10, 15 year needs of EMC's for related functions of communi-
cations by radio, microwave, telephone and other electronic methods. 
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14. Study radio maintenance methods (preventive and corrective). 
15. Communications with contract crews (aircraft, etc.). 
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APPENDIX C 
COMMUNICATIONS SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
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COMMUNICATIONS SURVEY 
A. 1. What communicat~ons system is your organization currently using? 
For voice? For data? Radio Systems? Describe data systems. 
Describe other. 
2. From your viewpoint, what is the greatest communications need? 
Administrative? Routine operational? Describe some of the problems. 
3. Describe your current communication system in terms of wholly owned, 
common carrier, leased, or contract. 
4. What innovations need to be accomplished, i.e., remote metering, 
load shaving, etc.? 
5. Is point-to-point communications (across EMC lines and perhaps 
statewide) really needed? How often? District office to district 
office or truck to truck? 
6. How large is your investment in communication services? Number of 
people directly involved in communication operations? Money? 
7. List your priorities in communication needs? 
(a) Within your organization 
(b) Your organization to others (who?) 
(c) Statewide 
(d) Office to office 
(e) Truck to truck (between different organizations) 
8. Have you recently studied your communication needs? What were the 
results? Any documentation or reports you could make available? 
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B. Voice 
1. What links are required? 
2. What are the reasons for the communications? 
3. When will the communication be required? 
4. What delay in establishing link can be tolerated? 
5. How are the requirements being met by current communications systems? 
6. What are the shortcomings of the current systems? 
7. How will the requirements vary with operational and emergency 
conditions? 
8. What are the reliability, maintenance, flexibility, and growth 
requirements? 
C. Record 
1. What links are required? 
2. What are the reasons for the communications? 
3. What amount of data must be transmitted in what amount of time? 
4. When must data be moved? 
5. What transmission delay can be tolerated? 
6. How are the requirements being met by current systems? 
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7. What are the shortcomings of the current systems? 
8. How will requirements vary with operational and emergency conditions? 
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Your 2-Way Radio is part of a complex state-
wide communications network that has been in-
stalled by the Pennsylvania Rural Electric 
Association. It is imperative that you thor-
oughly understand the operating features of 
your radio system- not only to achieve reli-
able communications for yourself, but to elimi-
nate possible interference to other users of 
the network. 
This operator's manual will help you become 
familiar with the location and use of the var-
ious components of your radio system. Read 
this manual carefully; it contains much infor-
mation that will make using your radio easier. 
SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
The major components of the control station 
radio system are shown in Figure 1. 
CONTROL 
STATION 
CONTROL STATION CABINET: contains the 
. radio transmitter and receiver. The cabinet fiGURE 1. CONTROL STATION COMPONENTS 
_ ...... . .. . : ... ..::·.-~ ---- .:... ."1. ::..._-,.,......--:r~·..;._.:...._.:;._p. __ _ ~----- --
contains no operating controls, and is Jacked 
for your protection. 
NOTE: The control station cabinet must 
not be opened by anyone other than 
qualified radio service personnel. 
CONTROL UNIT: contains the operating 
controls for the station. 
SPEAKER: operates when the handset is resting 
in the cradle. loudness is adjusted by the 
VOLUME thumbwheel on the front panel. 
ON-OFF SWITCH: turns the control unit on 
and off (does not switch power to the control 
station). located at the rear of the control 
unit. 
VOLUME THUMBWHEEL: adjusts the loudness 
of the sound coming from the speaker. Does 
not adjust loudness for handset earpiece. 
NOTE: The volume adjustment does 
not affect the loudness of your 
signal to other stations. 1 
TRANSMIT LIGHT: lights when the push-to-
D-3 
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talk button on the handset is pushed, indi-
cating that the control station transmitter is 
"on the a i r11 • 
FUNCTION BUTTONS: Select control stilt ion 
functions. 
ACCESS CODES: select repeater talk-through 
or talk-around code. Pre-programm~d for each 
control station' (see Table 2}. 
INTERCOM: permits communications between a11 
control units for a given control station 
without having signals "on the air11 • 
MONITOR: disables the Quiet Channel feature 
of the station ·receiver. This a 11 mvs you to 
hear all signals on your radio channel, regard-
less of the Quiet Channel code being used. 
THEORY OF OPERATION 
Before usin9 the radio, It is neccss~ry to un-
derstand the principles under which it operates. 










SWITCH TRANSMIT LIGHT 
CONTROL 
UNIT 
#I #2 #3 #4 # 5 #6 
FUNCTION BUTTONS 
FIGURE 2 . CoNTROL CoMPONENTS 
.• 
REPEATER: A radio station that receives radio 
signals and automatically rebroadcasts them. 
Because the repeater has an advantageous loca-
tion, It can greatly extend the operating range 
of the radio system. 
CONTROL STATION: A fixed-location mobile 
', radio station. 
TALK-THROUGH: The process of having a radio 
signal rebroadcast by a repeater. 
TALK-AROUND: The process of two radio s ta-
tions communicating directly, without having 
their signals rebroadcast by a repeater. 
The talk-around feature is used mainly as a 
back-up function. It can be used in case of a 
repeater failure, or in the event that a vehicle 
Is outside the range of the repeater but within 
the range of the control station. 
RADIO CHANNEL: The repeater stations of the 
~ber cooperatives of the Pennsylvania Rural 
.Eiectri~ Association are grouped on one of three 
radio channels. 
QuiET CHANNEL CODE: The receiver of any 
D-4 
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station on a given radio channel will respond 
only to signals containing the proper Quiet 
Channel code. This includes alI repeaters, con-
trol stations, vehicle systems, and portables. 
ACCESS CODES: The combination of the radio 
channel and Quiet Channel code required to com-
municate with a specific station. Table 1 list~ 
the repeater talk-through access codes and the 
talk-around codes used in the P.R.E.A. system. 
Note that the talk~around feature can only be 
used between stations of the same talk-around 
group. 
For exa~ple, a station from Group No. 1 cannot 
use the talk-around feature to communicate with 
stations from Group No. 2 or ). 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
Become familiar with the 10-Signals and 
the phonetic alphabet tn the rear of this 
manual. They are helpful In providing clear, 
efficient cor1111un ica t ions. 
(text continued on page 9} 
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FIGURE 3. TYPICAL REPEATER SYSTEM 




TABLE 1. P.R.E.A. REPEATER TALK-THROUGH AND TALK-AROUND AssiGNMENTS 
TALK-THROUGH 
ACCESS CODE TALK-AROUND ACCESS CODE 
COOPERATIVE QUIET QUIET 
RADIO CHANNEL RADIO CHANNEL 
CHANNEL CODE CHANNEL CODE GROUP 
C_li!v•.::r .1ck Fl 1 F4 1 
Warren Fl 2 F4 2 
South·,...est Central #1 Fl 3 F4 3 
Southwest Central #2 FJ 6 F4 3 : 1 -- · ... ., 
New Enterprise Fl ~· F4 4 
Ad~mc; F 1 5 F4 5 
Sullivan F2- 1 F4 1 
Unft~d #1 F2 2 F4 2 
UnitP.d #2 F2 6 F_4 2 ', 
_No_rthwes_tern ill F2 ', ~ F4 3 
1tNorthwestern #2 F2 j 7 F4 3 7 2 
B_e_dford F2 I 4 F4 4 
C:.11C.C.&>Y Jil F2 ' 5 F4 5 I 
*Sussex #2 F2 J 5 F4 5 " 
Tri-County #l F3 -\ 1 F4 1 
Tri-Countv #2 F3 ~ lj F4 2 " ·. · . . 
Vallev #1 F3 l 2 F4 2 
Vallev #2 F3 :-- 6 F4 2 tt. 3 
Somerset F3 ! 3 F4 _1 
Central #1 F3 J 4 F4 4 
•Central #2 F3 / 7- F4 4 I 
• Denotes repeaters used for Talk-Through to Harrisburg Emerqe~y control 
TABLE 2. P.R.E.A. CoNTROL STATION FuNCTIONS 
FUNCTIO~ PUSHBUTTONS TALK-
COOPERATIVE BUTTON BUTTON BUtTON BUTTON BUTTON BUTTON AROUND 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 GROUP 
C 1 a_ye rack F1-t F4-1 INT::?CO~ MONITOR ---- ----
Uarren F·l-2 F4-2 I NT::.'.C0,'1 MON I TQR ---- ----
Southwest Central Fl-3 Fl-6 F4-3 ( F4-6) INTERCOM ~IO~IITOR 1 
New Enterprise Fl-4 F4-4 I NT::?,CCM MONITOR ---- ----
Adams Fl-5 F4-S I ~1Tt:RC0.'1 t-\ON I TOR ---- ----
Sullivan F2-l F4-l I ~ITD.CO.~ MONITOR ---- ----
United F2-2 F2-6 r4-2 F4-6 ; I NTERCOI1 1"0~ rT0R 
Northwestern F2-3 ;':, F2-7 r~-3 '- F4-7>' INTERCOM MONITOR 2 
3edford F2-4 F4-4 I NE~COM MONITOR·· ---- ----
Sussex F2-5 --:..: 1: f2-8) Fc-5 'I -~ -c·~;.. a.:J '-\" ··'1NTERCOH MONITOt{ 
Tri-County F3-1 F3-5 Fi;-t -....E~_:S.) . · 11HERCOH MO~ITOR 
Val ley .F3-2 F3-6 F.:.;-:! / F-.-6_) lNfERCOM MONITOR 
' Somerset F3-3 F4-3 INT~~COM MONITOR ---- ---- 3 
Centr.JI F3-4 J- F3-7 F-..-4 ~7 F1t- D INTERCOM MONITOR 
• Denotes access codes for repeaters used for talk-through to ijarrisburg Emergency Control. 
(continu~ from page 5} 
PREPARING FoR OPERATION 
follow these steps to be sure that the 
control unit is ready for operation: 
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1. Turn power switch (rear of chassis) 
ON. 




3. Be sure that the handset is placed in 
the cradle. 
4. Push the desired Function Button (see 
Tables 1 and 2). 
5. Remave the handset from the cradle and 
depress the push-to-talk.button momentarilY: 
NOTE: The control station will~ 
respond to a change in function after 
the push-to-talk button is depressed. 
6. Release the push-to-talk"button and 
replace the handset in the cradle. 
UsiNG THE HANDSET 
Use of the handset is similar to the use of 
a telc~hone handset, with the exception of the 
push-to-talk button. Keep the following hints 
in mind. 
1. Ah.,ayc; ~.;.peak clearly, in a normal tone 
of voice. S~outing will not increase your 
range, ana may actually hinder your communi-
cations, since It might make you harder to un-
derstand .. 
2. Depress the push-to-talk button and 
wait a few seconds before starting to talk. 
It takes a few seconds for the repeater to 
operate. 
3. · A h<4ays say ''OVER" when you have finished 
talking, then release the push-to-talk button 
to listen. 
4. Always replace the handset in the cradle 
when you have finished using the radio. Never 
leave it lying on the desk. 
CALLING ANOTHER STATION 
Use the following procedure: 
1. Push the desired access pushbutton (see 
Tables 1 and 2}. 
2. Depress the Monitor button for a few 
.seconds to be sure that the radio channel is 
not in use. 
3. Release the Monitor pushbutton, remove 
the handset from the cradle, and place your cal I ~~entarily. 
as follows: 
11 
a. name of station being called 
1. Release the push-to-talk button and re-
place the handset in the cradle. 
b. na~e of your station 
c. the talk-through or talk-around 
access code being used 
d. 110VER11 
EXAMPLE: 
~UNIT ONE-n~-SEVEN, THIS IS BEDFORD CO~TROL 
ON F - TWO -FOUR, OVER.H 
4. When the called station responds, you ~4Y. 
then proceed with your message. 
5. When you have completed your message, 
always say "CLEAR" and give your FCC call sign. 
EXAMPLE: 
"BEDFORD CONTROL CLEAR, K ____ _ 
6. Depress the access button used for normal 
operation. Depress the push-to-talk button 
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RESPONDING To A CALL 
When you are called by another station, the 
procedure is similar to the calling procedure: 
1. Push the required access pushbutton 
(announced by the calling station). 
2. Remove the handset from the cradle, and 
respond as follows: 
a. name of station calling you 
b. name your station 
c. the talk-through or talk-around 
access code being used 
d. 110VER11 
EXAMPLE: 
~UNIT ONE-T~-SEVEN, THIS BEDFORD CONTROL 
ON F- TWO - FOUR, GO AHEAD, OVER." 
12 
3. You may then proceed with your me~sage. 
4. When you have completed your message, 
always say "CLEAR11 and give your FCC call sign. 
EXAt-l?LE: 
"BEDFORD CONTROL CLEAR, K ____ _ 
5. Depress the access button used for 
normal operation. Depress the push-to-talk 
button momentarily. 
6. Release the push-to-talk button and 
replace the handset in the cradle. 
USING THE INTERCOM FEATURE 
Depressing the Intercom button allows you 
to communicate with operators of other control 
units connected to your control station with-
out going "on-the air11 • Use the following 
guide I i nes. 
1. Depress the Intercom button. 
2. Remove the handset from the cradle and 
proceed with your message. 
3. When your messages are complete: 
a. push the access button used for 
normal operation 
b. depress the push-to-talk button 
momentar i 1 y 
4. Release the push-to-talk button and 
replace the handset in the cradle. 
SAMPLE TRANSMISSION 
The following sample transmission is pro-
vided as a guide for proper operating 
practices: 
BEDFORD CONTROL: "Unit one-nine, this is 
Bedford Control on F-two-four, 
OVER." 
UNIT 19: ''Bedford Control, this is unit 
one-nine on F-two-four, go ahead, 
OVER." 
BEDFORD CONTROL: ''Request 10-18. 10-91 at 
Jones Road and Route 30. OVER." 
UNIT 19: '' l0-4 Bedford Control. Estimate 
10-24 in fifteen minutes. OVER." 
PHONETIC ALPHABET 
A - ADAM N - NORMA 
BEDFORD CONTROL: ''10-4, Unit one-nine, 
Bedford Control CLEAR, K . ,, B - BOY 0 - OCEAN -----
UNIT 19: "Unit one-nine CLEAR, K " c CHARLES p PAUL -----
0 - DAVID Q - QUEEN 
E - EDWARD R - ROBERT 
F - FRANK s - SAM 
G - GEORGE T - TOM 
H - HENRY u - UNION 
I - IDA v - VICTOR 
J - JOHN w - WILLIAM 
K - KING X - XRAY 
L - Ll NCOLN y - YOUNG 




INFORMATION ON WATS 
E-1 
Zone 1 
WATS INTERSTATE RATE GUIDE 
WIDE AREA TELECOMMMUNICATIONS SERVICE is for customers who make or receive 
many long distance calls to and from many points. You may purchase a special 
••access 11 1 ine that is connected to the nation vlide dialing netv1ork. Each 
such line is arranged at your option for either Inward or Outward service, 
but not for both over the same 1 ine. WATS provides for calls to and from 
selected service area. The widest area covers the entire country except Alaska, 
Hawaii, and your home state. You may also purchase WATSon a statewide basis 
in most states. There is no charge per individual call. You may choose 
Full Business Day WATS, 240 hours per month, or for a lower monthly rate, 10 
hours of service a month, · with additional use charged by the hour. Fractional 
parts of an hour beyond the first 10 hours are measured in tenths of an hour 
or major fraction thereof. The charge per tenth of an hour is one-tenth of the 
additional charge. 
INTERSTATE WATS RATES 





North Carol ina 








Vir~ in i a 
Missouri 










New York North Dakota 
Connecticut South Dakota 
Massachusetts Nebraska 
Measured WATS 
First 10 hours 
Addl. hrs. 
Full Business Day WATS 
First Z40 hours 
Addl. hours 
Installation 54. 15 
Full Business Day 
First 240 hours 
Each additional hour. 
Measured WATS 
First 10 hours .••. 
Delaware Rhode 
Washington D.C. 
Area 1 · Area 2 Area 3 
219.00 230.00 236.00 
16.43 17.25 17.70 
1315.00 1570.00 1630.00 
3.65 4.36 4.52 
lnmove/changes 27.08 
INTRASTATE WATS RATES 
Each additional hour4 ••.. 


































Figure E-1. In State WATS Costs for Georgia- 2/9/77. 
LD* Timed WATS 
' 40.4 hr. 
c~ 1.92 hr/day) 
8 hr/day - 21 days 
50 100 150 200 
*Based on Sta-Sta Dialed Call 
from Atlanta to Eastman, GA 
$697 
250 300 










ATTENDANT TRANSFER - ALL CALLS 
DIAL ACCESS TO ATTENDANT (DIAL 11011 ) 
D I R E c T 0 UTWA R D D I A L I N G ( D I A L I 191 I) 
DISTINCTIVE RINGING- The distinctive signal option allows the 
terminating class of service option user to have an indication of 
the source of the call attempting to reach him using distinctive 
signals. Three signals are available to indicate: 
Station-to-Station Call, 
Attendant handled and outside calls, 
Originating call waiting call. 
OFF PREMISE STATIONS 
POWER FAILURE TRANSFER- Provides service to and/or from the ex-
change network for a limited number of prearranged stations during 
a power failure. 
RECALL DIAL TONE - This feature provides a means of indicating to 
the station user whether he has successfully used the switchhook 
flash to request a service feature from an established 2-way call. 
The result of a successful use of the switchhook flash is dial tone 
with three interruptions followed by steady dial tone. 
STATION-TO-STATION CALLING 
TIMED REMINDERS- The attendant is automatically alerted after 30 
seconds when an unanswered call has been extended from the console. 
This signal is retired when the loop is reseized by the attendant 
and is reactivated 30 seconds after the attendant releases the 
ca 11. 
TOUCHTONE CALLING - PUSHBUTTON TELEPHONE OPERATION 
F-2 
Features 
FEATURE PACKAGE #2 
ALL PRECEDING FEATURES 
AUTOMATIC CALL BACK- CALLING- Allows a station user to be connected 
to a previously busy station when the latter becomes idle. The 
operational steps of this feature are as follows: 
(1) A station with this feature attempts to call another station 
and discovers that it is busy. 
(2) When both parties are idle, the CSS 201 rings the calling 
party and the called party. If the station which activates 
the feature originates another call before the sequence has 
been initiated, the automatic callback sequence is not 
initiated until both stations become idle. 
(3) If the callback sequence is not successful within 10 to 20 
minutes,_ the request is deactivated. 
BUSY VERIFICATION STATION LINES- Allows the attendant to establish 
a connection to a busy 1 ine to verify its state. A tone is provided 
to the busy station (and any parties connected to that station) prior 
to the attendant connection and every 14 to 16 seconds thereafter. 
If the station is idle, it is rung normally. 
CALL FORWARDING-BUSY & DON'T ANSWER - When activated by a station 
user (using a different access code that used for the all calls 
feature), all calls intended for the station line encountering a 
busy or don't answer condition are automatically routed to another 
station line (or to the attendant) selected by dialing during ac-
tivation. The selected station line must also be in the same CSS 
201. The forwarding of don't answer is delayed to allow time for 
using this feature. Use of this feature, however, temporarily 
cancels automatic callback-calling, outgoing trunk queuing, call 
waiting services, and call forwarding all calls for the line. 
EXECUTIVE OVERIDE- Allows the station user to bridge onto a busy 
connection. Before the connection is established, a burst of tone 
is applied to advise the talking parties of the bridge. 
PRIVACY & LOCKOUT- Privacy automatically splits the connection when-
ever an attendant would otherwise be bridged on a call with more than 
one facility, e.g. with a calling and a called party. Lockout denies 
an attendant the ability to reenter an established connection held on 




FEATURE PACKAGE #2 
REMOTE ACCESS TO PBX SERVICE - This feature permits an outside 
party to dial access WATS 1 ines and other PBX special services such 
as FX trunks, CCSA access, or the tie trunk network via local 
central office trunks. The calling party dials into the system on 
a local CO trunk and dials a special 3-digit code to unlock the 
special service PBX access. Once the access has been unlocked, the 
calling party hears PBX dial tone and places the call as though he 
were connected to a PBX line terminal. All signaling is done on a 
TOUCHTONE basis and the special 3-digit code is readily changed by 
the attendant. 
SERIAL CALL -Allows the attendant to maintain superv1s1on of an 
incoming trunk on the console after it has been connected to an 
internal CSS 201 station. When the station goes on-hook, a visual 
indication is given to the attendant so that the trunk can be 
picked up for assistance. 
TRUNK VERIFICATION BY CUSTOMER - Provides the attendant access to 
individual trunks of a group to verify supervision and transmission. 
Where a busy trunk is encountered, a two second bridge connection 
is provided to verify use. To gain access to individual trunks, 
the attendant must dial a test access code followed by the normal 
access code of the trunk group (or direct select the group) followed 
by the individual number of the trunk to be tested. A warning tone 
is provided to the parties using the trunk facility if it is busy. 
TRUNK TO TRUNK CONNECTIONS- This feature allows an incoming or 
outgoing trunk call to be extended to another outgoing trunk. 
Trunk-to-trunk connections can be effected among the following 
types of trunks: CO, FX, WATS CCSA Network, and Tie Trunks. All 
combinations of these trunk connections can be effected by the 
attendant. In addition, Tie Trunk-to-CCSA Network (cut through) 
and Tie Trunk to CO (or FX WATS) may be dialed directly by a station 
user. Disconnect supervision can be automatic in some cases. In 
others, the attendant must monitor the connection and manually 
disconnect after use. 
THREE WAY CONFERENCE TRANSFER - A station user can, by flashing the 
switchhook while on any 2-party call, effect a 3-way conference and 
transfer. After the switchhook is flashed, the station user dials 
the third party (maybe a trunk) for private consultation while the 
second party is held in a waiting state. By flashing a second 
time, a 3-way conference is effected. Subsequently, a transfer is 
accomplished when the original party goes on-hook. The controlling 
station can drop the third party by flashing during the 3-way 
conference. (The third party may not be loudspeaker paging.) 
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